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I.  INTRODUCTION  
 
 The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States, hereafter referred to as CFIUS, is a 

multi-member, inter-agency committee headed by the Secretary of State.1 It has the authority to review and 

investigate the national security implications of any foreign investment transaction as well as block any such 

transaction that could involve critical infrastructure or result in the control of any U.S. business or asset by a 

foreign person (i.e., natural individual or entity).2 CFIUS review of FDI has long played a critical role in 

international economic relations between the U.S. and other countries, and as a result has unearthed several 

policy questions along the way that deserve analysis.  

To elaborate, CFIUS oversight of FDI transactions and its effect on international relations seem to 

highlight a need to strike a balance between two competing interests: (1) Maintaining economic 

competitiveness (since the US requires a large net flow of capital per day to keep its economy afloat and 

competitive and foreign firms are often willing than domestic firms to pay more for shares of a company); 

versus (2) Protecting U.S. national security interests (since unrestricted FDI can potentially result in undue 

foreign control and influence over sensitive industries and risk losing American competitiveness in and 

control over its own markets). It is easy to see that the way in which CFIUS chooses to balance the two 

values can be polarizing; some view the Committee’s actions as unnecessary roadblocks to high influxes of 

capital for U.S. companies, their shareholders, and by extension, the U.S. economy3, while others complain 

with equal conviction that CFIUS does not scrutinize FDI transactions enough.4  

 FDI is unquestionably vital to the United States’ economic health and has proven to be a source of 

economic growth and vitality throughout American history. Accordingly, CFIUS’s discretion over FDI, 

including high-dollar deals, is no joking matter: The U.S. economy, in large part, depends on CFIUS 

administering a review process that has structural integrity and is also predictable and efficient. Precise 

national security review of FDI by CFIUS largely depends on the Members’ understanding of current national 

security needs in the U.S., yet CFIUS has historically struggled to identify transactions subject to national 

security review. Moreover, national security is itself a conceptually fluid term—one that swiftly responds to 

real-world pressures, changes, and technological advances. For instance, cybersecurity is a now a centerpiece 
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of U.S. national security needs, even though it might have just been a blip in the government’s radar a few 

years ago. Given that high tech is advancing at a rapid pace and technological capabilities are increasingly 

viewed as prerequisites for a country’s economic and national security, it is imperative that CFIUS’s review 

process afford it the opportunity to review and continually incorporate novel technological concerns into its 

understanding of U.S. national security needs. In its current form, however, CFIUS’s review process is not 

optimized to analyze national security concerns with respect to FDI in high tech. This is largely because of 

procedural inefficiencies that exist at the outset of the process. Thus, this paper will endeavor to explain 

CFIUS’s review process. It will then discuss the security implications and high growth potential of emerging 

high tech industries and how those inform contemporary national security needs. The principal aim for the 

paper is to illustrate the dynamic nature of “national security” and, by extension, demonstrate how important 

it is for an CFIUS’s review process to include a mechanism that would enable it to update its understanding 

of national security on a continuing basis. The last part will focus on comparing a proposed reform to 

CFIUS’s process with other agency review processes.  

 
II.  CFIUS’S HANDLING OF “COVERED” FOREIGN INVESTMENT TRANSACTIONS   
 

Prior to identifying areas for improvement in CFIUS’s review process, it is important to have a 

decent understanding of the current framework and processes that are in place. The upcoming subsection will 

provide a general review of the common costs and benefits of foreign investment in the U.S. Next, 

subsection B and C will briefly describe CFIUS as well as the steps that are taken in its evaluation of 

“covered” transactions and their potential national security implications.  

 
A.  FOREIGN INVESTMENT: A GENERAL OVERVIEW    
 

Foreign investment primarily comes in two flavors: portfolio investment (i.e., passive management or 

passive investment) and direct investment (“FDI”). The former refers to an investing strategy that involves 

limited ongoing buying and selling in equity securities, including common stock and debt securities, such as 

banknotes, bonds and debentures. The latter is an outbound investment that is made by a company or entity 

based in one country, into a company or entity that is based in another country.5 The objectives of direct 
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investment are different from those of portfolio investment whereby investors do not generally expect to 

influence the management of the enterprise in question. Essentially, a foreign direct investment relationship is 

formed when the foreign investor passes the standard 10% threshold—that is, the foreign investor must own 

at least 10% of the ordinary shares or voting stock of the investee company or entity.6  

The underlying motivation of a direct investor in passing that threshold stake is almost always one 

that is driven by a desire to form strategic a lasting relationship, wherein the direct investor is afforded a 

significant degree of influence in the management of the investee company or entity. What is particularly 

notable about direct investment relationships is that they may lead to long-term, steady financing and 

technology transfers that are aimed at maximizing production and earnings of the multinational enterprise 

over time.7 Accordingly, FDI is considered a chestnut in foreign firms’ (and by extension their countries’) 

long-term economic strategy to gain a comparative global advantage in various markets and to remain 

competitive in an increasingly global economy.8 At its core, FDI facilitates international economic integration, 

which is generally perceived to be beneficial. And, FDI measurements are often used both by firms and 

governments as a short- and long-term indicator of recent economic developments, a particular economy’s 

relative attractiveness and competitiveness, and more generally, the degree of globalization in the world 

markets.9  

Many Americans welcome FDI because the influx of foreign capital significantly contributes to the 

creation of jobs in the U.S.10 To illustrate, many economists in China and in the U.S. (particularly those at 

Wall Street banks who advise on Chinese acquisitions) are quite vocal about the need for the U.S. to remain 

open to foreign investment, especially given low American savings rates. “[The U.S. government is] caught up 

by old-school, Cold War thinking,” states Fred Hu, a Chinese economist and fund manager, in a general 

response to U.S. regulation of Chinese investment into the U.S.11  Dan O’ Flaherty of Investment Policy 

Central captures the pro-FDI sentiment that is felt by man:   

Recalling that we all [l]earned in Econ 101 that economic growth consists of 
C+I+G+X where the “I” is a crucial variable, great care should be taken to do no 
harm in that sector, especially in an economy in which consumption is not driving 
a strong recovery.  In 2011 for example, foreign firms accounted for nearly 10% of 
U.S. private investment and, crucially, 16% of private research and development 
spending. [And] [c]ompensation at U.S. affiliates has been consistently higher than 
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the U.S. average for both manufacturing and non-manufacturing jobs. 12 
 

Indeed, it is estimated that the U.S. economy requires as much as $4 billion of foreign investment daily to 

maintain the growth it has enjoyed in recent years.13 Moreover, as capital markets have tightened during the 

economic downturn, foreign investment has become even more crucial to the economy’s health.14 While 

capital investment from any source is necessary for the development of individual corporations as well as for 

the vitality and overall expansion of the U.S. economy, U.S. policymakers and legal scholars duly recognize 

the potential danger in unrestricted foreign investment in the U.S. They acknowledge the fact that foreign 

investment in the U.S., if left unchecked, could insert a high degree of foreign influence into many U.S. 

industries and result in the U.S.’s gradual loss of control over its own markets. Risk of foreign influence is 

further magnified when FDI in particularly sensitive industries, such as energy or communications, is taken 

into account. Thus, the potential for unqualified foreign influence in U.S. markets via foreign investment 

should give one pause. Legal scholar Mark L. Hanson opined in the late 1980s that, “overdependence upon 

foreign capital could lead to foreign control of major corporations or entire industries. Such a result could 

subject U.S. businesses to the political whims of foreign interests.”15 

Foreign investment in the United States has long been delegated as a matter of congressional 

concern. Under the Exon-Florio Amendment to the Defense Production Act of 1950, as amended, the 

President and his designee, CFIUS, have the power to review any “covered” transaction—that is, “any 

merger, acquisition, or takeover . . . by or with a foreign person which could result in foreign control of any 

person engaged in interstate commerce in the United States”—and that transaction’s impact on U.S. national 

security.16 That being said, the U.S. adheres to an unusually liberal and open policy towards foreign 

investment17; unsurprisingly, it is one of the top destinations for FDI. Indeed, the numbers support this 

notion: Since 2006, the United States has been the world’s largest recipient of FDI. In 2012, the stock of 

direct investment into the U.S. totaled nearly $2.7 trillion, which is equivalent to about 15.4 percent of all 

foreign-owned assets in the U.S.18 The U.S. has experienced inflows totaling $2.9 trillion in FDI through 

2014—and that amount is forecasted to grow. From 2005 to 2012, Chinese FDI in the U.S. alone increased 

from $700 million to $10.5 billion.19 In fact, only three months into 2016, experts estimate that over $23 
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billion in Chinese deals may be headed for the U.S. this year.20 Although Congress passed a number of federal 

statutes during the 20th century that restricted foreign investment in certain industries such as aviation, 

communications, mining, energy, shipping, banking, government contracting, and agriculture and land 

ownership21 (since those industries were perceived by Congress to be too closely tied to national security to 

be left unregulated), by the early 1970s, foreign investment in the U.S. nevertheless increased dramatically. 

Since then, there has been frequent congressional debate as to whether more restrictions should be placed on 

foreign investment in American businesses.22 While keeping in mind that it has a fine line to walk, the U.S. 

Department of the Treasury issued the “Guidance Concerning the National Security Review Conducted by 

the Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States” (“Guidance”), which states right off the bat that 

“the United States has a longstanding commitment to welcoming foreign investment” and that “CFIUS 

carries out its responsibilities within the context of this open investment policy.”23 The Guidance further 

notes that CFIUS “focuses solely on any genuine national security concerns raised by a covered transaction, 

not on other national interests”—a statement likely meant to appease potential foreign investors.24 

This paper in forthcoming subsections will make the case that certain procedural changes should be 

made to CFIUS’s review process at its point of entry, so that it is better poised to make national security 

decisions that are tailored to current advances in national security needs. This is largely due to the fact that the 

conception of “national security” itself is inherently a product of context and is constantly morphing in 

response to external developments. As will be explained below, the dramatic increase of FDI in emerging 

high tech, in particular, certainly underscores the complex nature of national security. But before that, the 

reader will benefit from gaining a general sense of CFIUS’s general review process and how it has evolved in 

the last few decades.  

 
B. A BRIEF HISTORY OF CFIUS   
 

The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (CFIUS) is a multi-member, inter-agency 

committee chaired by the Secretary of State.25 It is comprised of nine members, two ex officio members, and 

other members who are appointed by the President and represent sixteen major departments and agencies 

within the federal executive branch.26 On paper, it is authorized by Congress to review, investigate and block 
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any transaction or foreign investment that could result in the “control” of any U.S. businesses or assets by a 

foreign person, company or entity that may affect national security in the U.S. or involve critical 

infrastructure.27 Yet, in practice, the blocking of a transaction by CFIUS is comparatively rare, and rationales 

accompanying CFIUS’s approvals and blocking are, at best, opaque or just not available to non-Members.28  

CFIUS operates pursuant to Section 721 of Title VII of the Defense Production Act of 1950, 

generally known as the Exon-Florio Act, which was amended by the Foreign Investment and National 

Security Act of 2007 (hereafter referred to as FINSA) and implemented by Executive Order 11858.29 CFIUS 

was originally established by President Gerald Ford’s Executive Order 11858 in 1975, which stipulated that 

the Committee would have “primary continuing responsibility within the Executive Branch for monitoring 

the impact of foreign investment in the United States, both direct and portfolio, and for coordinating the 

implementation of United States policy on such investment.” And, in 1998, the review process of inbound 

investments was delegated to it by President Reagan’s Executive Order 12661.30 Per the Order, CFIUS was 

directed to review foreign investments that might implicate U.S. national security as well as consider 

proposals for new regulations or legislation relating to foreign investment as may appear necessary. The 

Committee for a long time had operated in relative obscurity31, but the Dubai Ports World scandal of 200632 

swiftly brought it into the spotlight, resulting in intense scrutiny and a litany of criticisms against CFIUS as 

well as the Bush Administration by Members of Congress and the public. Prompted by the scandal, Members 

of Congress began to question its own ability to exercise oversight responsibilities given CFIUS’s lack of 

transparency.33 Other Members expressed concern about the linkage between the role of foreign investment 

in the U.S. economy and national security. Some argued that the concept of national security had dramatically 

changed since the 9/11 terrorist attacks, and that these concerns were not adequately being reflected in the 

Committee’s review process.34 Moreover, anecdotal evidence seemed to suggest that the CFIUS process, in its 

then-current form, was not market neutral.35 As a result, during the first session of the 110th Congress, the 

House and Senate, adopted the Foreign Investment and National Security Act (FINSA) of 2007, and 

President Bush issued Executive Order 13456 implementing the law. FINSA largely expanded CFIUS’s 
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mandate and was instrumental in regularizing and cleaning up the CFIUS process; along with that, Executive 

Order 13456 established some caveats affecting the way in which the law would be implemented.36  

To some extent, FINSA is a reflection of the Executive’s effort to circumscribe strong Congressional 

motivations to become directly involved in foreign investment determinations, a prospect that many foreign 

companies and most of the private sector view as potentially dangerous.37 FINSA also sheds light on how 

Congressional as well as Committee perceptions of “national security” have evolved over time. Originally, 

CFIUS only comprised of six members, but over the years, more representatives were tacked on to the 

Committee: President Carter added the United States Trade Representative to the organization; President 

Reagan, the Attorney General and Director of the Office of Management and Budget; President Clinton, 

Director of the Office of Science and Technology Policy, the National Security Advisor (an ex officio 

member), and the Assistant to the President for Economic Policy; President Bush, the Secretary of Homeland 

Security.38 The addition of more CFIUS positions, to some extent, reflects the way in which the then-current 

administration would seek to tackle national security matters in connection with reviewing foreign investment 

transactions. Also, from the time CFIUS was conceived to the present day, the Committee has undergone 

several statutory changes—mostly due to political reactions among Members of Congress and the public to 

controversial high-profile events that raise national security concerns (e.g., FINSA, passed in 2007, in 

response to the Dubai Ports World scandal of 2006). For example, when Fujitsu Ltd., a Japanese IT 

company, proposed to buy Fairchild Semiconductor Co. in 1987, the resulting opposition in Congress 

provided much of the impetus that was behind the passage of the Exon-Florio Amendment.39 The 

Amendment specifically inserted Presidential review as a final step in the review process, whereby he would 

possess the authority to block proposed mergers, acquisitions and takeovers that were deemed to threaten 

U.S. national security.40 In short, the structural and procedural changes that CFIUS has undergone via 

legislation, at a minimum, support the notion the U.S.-specific national security needs and concerns are under 

constant flux. New age and emerging high technologies, whose industries are relatively nascent, are also 

rapidly evolving, leaving in their wake regulators scrambling to catch up. As this paper will show, the increase 

of foreign investment in high tech industries and the novel national security concerns presented by such 
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industries suggest that reforming CFIUS’s review process should be administered sooner rather than later, so 

that CFIUS is equipped to accurately identify and interpret threats to U.S. national security in future 

transactions.  

 

C. DEMYSTIFYING CFIUS’S REVIEW PROCESS 
 

The first and most critical step of CFIUS’s review process is determining whether a particular foreign 

investment deal is a “covered” transaction. Typically the types of “covered” transactions that trigger CFIUS 

review are those that have presented national security considerations because of 1) the nature of the U.S. 

business over which control is being acquired and 2) the identity of the foreign person that is acquiring control 

of a U.S. business.41 The latter involves determining whether a “covered transaction” is a “foreign 

government-controlled transaction” that could result in control of a U.S. business by a foreign government or 

a person controlled by or acting on behalf of a foreign government.42 And such transactions may include 

those resulting in control of a U.S. business by state actors such as foreign government agencies, state-owned 

enterprises, government pension funds, and sovereign wealth funds. 

A “covered” transaction refers to any merger, acquisition or takeover which results in foreign 

“control” of any person engaged in interstate commerce in the U.S. Thus, whether a transaction is “covered” 

requires analyzing the extent to which the foreign person will acquire “control” of a U.S. business as a result 

of the transaction. Under FINSA, CFIUS is required to complete this initial determination within a 30-day 

period. Under Section 721, “control” is defined quite broadly. Put simply, it means the power to determine, 

direct or decide matters affecting an entity, including but not limited to:  

i. the sale, lease, pledge or other transfer to the company’s assets,  
ii. the dissolution of the company, or 
iii. the closing or relocating of research and development facilities 

 
But “Control” can also include the power to appoint or dismiss officers and senior managers, to enter into or 

terminate significant contracts, changes to the business’s product lines, and much more. Consequently, the 

ways in which “control” can be acquired are vast and varied, including, for example, “ownership of a majority 

or dominant minority of the total outstanding voting interest in an entity, board representation, proxy voting, 
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a special share, contractual arrangements, formal or informal agreements to act in concert or other means 

[that confers an investor the power] to determine, direct or decide important matters affecting an entity.”43 

CFIUS regulations, which seek to clarify the way in which to implement FINSA, do not define “control” in 

terms of a specified percentage or shares or number of board seats. That being said, the Guidance does 

provide a modicum of quantitative insight, stating, “a foreign person does not control an entity if it holds ten 

percent or less of the voting interest in the entity and it holds that interest ‘solely for the purpose of passive 

investment.’” The key question orbiting “control” is nonetheless a complicated one for parties to a 

transaction to resolve definitively—especially given the numerous permutations and forms that corporate 

structures, investor controls, and particularly minority protections often take.  

If a transaction is deemed to be “covered,” the next element in CFIUS’s queue is whether the 

“covered” transaction presents any noteworthy implications on the U.S. national security. Notably, FINSA 

does not provide a formal definition of the term “national security” anywhere within the statute; as such, it 

effectively functions as a “catch-all” term, enabling the government to retain maximum discretion for itself.44 

All FINSA says about “national security” is that the term includes issues relating to homeland security and 

that it should be analyzed by CFIUS and the President through the list of factors provided in Section 721(f)45. 

And it is within the context of these statutory factors that CFIUS identifies the facts and circumstances 

particular to the transaction that may have potential national security implications. Thus, CFIUS considers, for 

example, whether a foreign person has the “capability or intention to exploit or cause harm (i.e., whether 

there is a threat) and whether the nature of the U.S. business, or its relationship to a weakness or shortcoming 

in a system, entity, or structure, creates susceptibility to impairment of U.S. national security (i.e., whether 

there is a vulnerability).”46  

 
 FINSA’s national security factors were instrumental in widening the scope of issues that could fall 

under the “national security” category. Factors 6-12, in particular, incorporated economic considerations into 

the national security review process in a way that was explicitly rejected when Exon-Florio was initially 

adopted—consequently shepherding CFIUS’s investigations towards considering economic security as part of 

the broad rubric for assessing “national security.”47 Further ambiguity is found even within various national 
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security factors. The fourth factor, for example, calls for analyzing potential effects the proposed transaction 

might have on “U.S. international technological leadership.” Moreover, by including terms like “critical 

infrastructure” and “critical technologies,” the national security factors swell in scope and applicability. For 

example, “critical infrastructure” is broadly defined as “systems or assets, whether physical or virtual, so vital 

to the United States that the[ir] incapacity or destruction . . . would have a debilitating impact on national 

security.”48 And, the definition of “critical technologies” under FINSA regulations affords CFIUS wide 

flexibility to consider a wide range of assets. It is defined as defense articles and services contained in the 

USML, certain categories of items from the CCL, specific nuclear equipment, and select agents and toxins.49 

Yet in its annual report the Committee noted that, “[t]here is no single source that lists all U.S. critical 

technology companies acquired by foreign persons,” requiring the contributing export control agencies to use 

“a combination of publicly available information, non-public data on M&A transactions that CFIUS 

reviewed, and their own internal records to identify the U.S. critical technology companies . . . ”50 The scope 

and built-in flexibility of these key definitions reveal much about how national security threats are considered 

in the U.S.; the above definitions, for example, suggest that the U.S. government, including Congress, is 

increasingly concerned with foreign acquisitions of U.S. companies that have been the recipient of significant 

government funding for research and development of cutting-edge technologies.  

 At this juncture, if a “covered” transaction is determined not to have any seriously impact on U.S. 

national security, CFIUS will issue a no-action letter that affectively approves the transaction. In most cases, 

parties receive a “no action” determination.51 This determination must be certified to Congress after CFIUS 

concludes action. That said, CFIUS’s mandate includes the ability to review and take action, including the 

unwinding of a transaction at any time—a step that is not subject to review by a U.S. court.52 If certain issues 

crop up during the initial investigation, then CFIUS will subsequently undertake a more intensive 45-day 

investigation.53 During this time, CFIUS will urge the parties to take steps to mitigate any national security 

concerns. CFIUS is authorized to enter into agreements with companies to “mitigate” the concerns that had 

emerged during the review, and may condition the enforcement of those agreements for approval of the 

transaction.54 In extreme cases, when the transaction is not approved in the second stage of CFIUS review, 
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the President will subsequently have 15 days to decide whether or not to block the acquisition.55 Only two 

transactions have ever reached this stage, one of which had to do with a Chinese company that wanted to 

acquire four wind farms in Oregon that was in close proximity to restricted U.S. Naval air space.56 

Specifically, President Obama ordered Ralls Corporation (“Ralls Corp”) to divest its interest in the wind farm 

projects. And the order came after the Committee “had initiated a review, entered an interim order banning 

all further work on the project while the review was conducted, and even negotiated a mitigation agreement 

with Ralls Corp.”57 To ensure that the President cannot challenge the transaction at a later date, parties to a 

transaction can file a voluntary notice with CFIUS and secure CFIUS’s agreement that the transaction does 

not pose a threat to national security. Failure to notify CFIUS of a transaction, however, will leave the 

transaction open to Presidential action, even after its consummation.58 At every stage of its review process, 

CFIUS determinations hinge on broadly defined terms. Accordingly, it is vital that CFIUS accurately interpret 

those terms in connection to genuine national security issues; but in order to do so, CFIUS must makes time 

and time again that its interpretations are closely aligned with dynamic, real-world national security needs and 

political realities.  

Next, Part III, subsection A will pinpoint the unique features of emerging high tech and evaluate the 

increase in foreign investment in this space as an illustration of the dynamic and complex nature of national 

security. Subsections B and C will then analyze: B) how the U.S. is uniquely poised for a flood of inbound 

foreign investment in emerging high tech and C) how CFIUS’s process in its current form is ill suited to 

capture certain high technologies’ implications on national security. At present, many emerging high 

technologies and the corresponding influx of foreign investment transactions—many of which are not 

flagged or undergo CFIUS scrutiny—do, in fact, implicate some of the Section 721(f) “national security” 

factors. A mandatory filing requirement, as will be discussed below, would bring into the fold transactions 

that otherwise would have not been filed. Consequently, CFIUS would then have increased access to a wider 

breadth of data reflecting current realities that could plausibly inform and update the Committee’s conception 

of U.S. national security needs on a continuing basis.  

III.  PROBLEMS WITH CFIUS’S PROCESS, GIVEN TODAY’S FOREIGN INVESTMENT CLIMATE IN 
EMERGING HIGH TECHNOLOGIES  
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A.  EMERGING HIGH TECHNOLOGIES: AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE DYNAMIC NATURE OF 

“NATIONAL SECURITY” IN CONNECTION WITH FOREIGN INVESTMENT 
 

Technology has rapidly taken center stage in the global investment arena—especially in the last two 

decades. On the whole, it will continue to dramatically transform the global economy and society. According 

to a United Nations publication by Carl J. Dahlman on sustainable development, “Technology is an 

increasingly important element of globalisation and of competitiveness . . . [T]he acceleration in the rate of 

technological change and the pre-requisites necessary to participate effectively in globalisation are making it 

more difficult for many developing countries to compete.”59 Traditionally, economists have viewed global 

competitiveness as a function of factors such as the costs of labor and other inputs, capital, and the general 

business climate. However, in a more dynamic global marketplace where information technology and 

communications enable the dissemination of knowledge at split-second speeds, competitiveness is 

increasingly based on the ability of a particular country’s economy to keep pace with rapid technological and 

organizational advances.60 As such, there has been a conscious effort on the part of both developed and 

developing countries to keep up technologically by way of heavily investing in STEM education, R&D, 

infrastructure, and high-tech capability. Notable examples include Taiwan’s efforts during the 1980s-90s, 

when the Taiwanese government established several science parks to attract foreign investment in high-tech 

and high-value-add industries.61 Currently, in the U.S., R&D tax credits stimulate about two dollars in private 

R&D spending for every dollar they cost the government.62 South Korea, in particular, has seen its companies 

leapfrog on consumer electrical, printer and mobile technology to take leadership in many areas.63  

 The larger point is that high tech capabilities are a prerequisite for remaining competitive in today’s 

global economy. New high tech is singularly distinguished from other industries in that its potential for future 

growth and development are unknown and largely considered untapped. New technologies such as self-

driving cars, 3D printing, “Internet of Things”-devices (including sensors and RFID chips), A.I. robotics, etc., 

present novel problems for those who are tasked with the job of forecasting the effects on privacy, 

cybersecurity, military defense, national security, U.S. technological competitiveness and leadership, and more. 

And while FINSA’s national security factor on “critical technologies” encompasses many high technologies 
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such as semiconductors, drones and smart bombs—as they are part of a long government list of military 

systems—it does not necessarily include more commonplace technologies like IoT-devices, whose national 

security implications are not yet fully understood.64 Indeed, top government officials have only now started to 

assess the cybersecurity risks and vulnerabilities inherent in IoT connectivity. Earlier this year, during a live 

appearance before with the Senate Armed Services Committee and the Senate Select Committee on 

Intelligence, James Clapper, U.S. Director of National Intelligence, for the first time suggested that the 

Internet of Things could be weaponized by governments.65 Interestingly, IoT-devices are poised to grow 

exponentially. Cisco predicts that about 50 billion devices will be connected by 202066, and other experts 

predict that the number will sit at one trillion by 2025.67 Unsurprisingly, foreign investment in these 

technologies will also rapidly grow. In 2014, for example, Cisco’s China-based competitor, Huawei, acquired 

Neul, an English-based company that it plans on transforming into a center for IoT development.68 And, 

Kalends, a China-based Internet game distributor plans on investing $800,000 into Woobo Inc., an American 

new-generation robot company, for a 20 percent stake.69 Interestingly, over the past three to four years, Mirus 

Capital Advisors identified 65 acquired IoT-oriented companies and 57 of those transactions occurred in just 

the last two years—a strong indication of acceleration of activity in the space.70 These numbers are certainly 

higher than the number of “Computer and Electronic Products” notices that have been filed with CFIUS. In 

2014, Manufacturing accounted for 47% (69 notices) of all notices that were filed with CFIUS during that 

year, and the number of “Computer and Electronic Products” notices comprised less than half of that 

percentage.71 Thus, in order to assess the national security implications of a transfer of high technologies—

namely those that are in its nascent stages—requires that more high-tech investors to file notices with CFIUS.  

For CFIUS, it might be procedurally easier to imagine ways in which traditionally regulated industries 

(those that are focused on extractable resources like mining, energy, agriculture, etc.) might implicate national 

security than for it predict how new-age technologies might be used in ways that are adverse to U.S. national 

security interests, should they end up in the wrong hands. To illustrate, GPS technology, which was first 

developed in 1973 by the U.S. military and, per Executive Order, released to the global public in 2000, is 

currently used in all but three of the sixteen critical infrastructure sectors. GPS is also used in almost every 
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country in the world. According to Greg Milner, author of Pinpoint: How GPS is Changing Technology, Culture and 

Our Minds, the Department of Homeland Security is now looking at the vulnerabilities of GPS technology 

carefully because GPS was adopted in a widespread way relatively recently and “there hasn’t been a lot of 

time to really figure out how secure [GPS] really is.”72 What this suggests is that widespread adoption of 

technologies often outpaces government agencies’ ability to assess their national security implication, and that 

the advances in high tech demonstrate how novel, unforeseen issues of can quickly emerge and take center 

stage in terms of national security vulnerabilities. Xu Guanhua, Vice Minister of the Science and Technology 

of the People’s Republic of China has publicly stated that, “in order to maximize excessive and monopolistic 

profits, transactional corporations are not only unwilling to transfer technologies, but also try to monopolize 

or occupy the market instead. The development of high technology, therefore, will bear great impact on 

national security.”73 The idea that “high technology has become essential to national defense,” perhaps sheds 

light on how the global community’s understanding of national security is changing.74 Ergo, it is imperative 

that CFIUS have the opportunity to review and perhaps incorporate novel concerns of national security that 

stem from proposed high-tech foreign investments, so that over time CFIUS can enhance the process and 

increase its accuracy in reviewing future transactions.   

B.  U.S. HIGH TECH IS UNIQUELY POISED FOR OPPORTUNISTIC FOREIGN INVESTMENT 
 

The U.S. possesses strong comparative advantage on the global stage, in part, because of its status as 

a leader in technology and technological innovation and its strong tech hub in California’s Silicon Valley (and 

increasingly downtown San Francisco) that continue to be at the forefront of computer, software and digital 

innovation.75 Moreover, the U.S. government’s open investment policies encourage buying into cross-border 

assets. Some of the U.S.’s biggest inbound foreign investors include, Japan, various Western European 

countries, South Korea, etc., but China has taken the lead in recent years. Chinese investment, in particular, 

serves as a prime illustration of why the U.S. is a top destination for foreign investment in cutting-edge high 

tech and why CFIUS’s understanding of “national security” must continually be updated. In the last few 

years, China has been on an M&A shopping spree in the U.S. at record rates. Remarkably, from 2000 and 

2014, Chinese companies have invested over $46 billion directly into the U.S. economy.76 And as of March 
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2016, nearly $20 billion in Chinese FDI is already pending in North America, suggesting that 2016 is poised 

to be another record-setting year for Chinese FDI into the U.S. In fact, experts predict around a 50% growth 

rate for outbound Chinese mergers and acquisitions every year, for the next several years.77   

The flurry of Chinese M&A reflects a desire held by Chinese companies to hastily seek inroads into 

overseas markets as a result of its waning economy and falling currency.78 Acquiring strategic assets to 

increase Chinese firms’ global competitiveness has emerged as key driver of Chinese FDI: From 2000 to 

2012, 149 of 518 high-tech deals were partially motivated “by gaining access to assets such as technology, 

brands, and distribution channels . . . [and in recent years] a greater number of Chinese service firms [have 

been] looking to acquire competitiveness-enhancing assets in the United States, including information 

technology, finance and business sectors.”79 Plus, the Chinese government has funneled billions of dollars 

into sovereign wealth funds—e.g., The Silk Road Fund—that significantly contribute to an uninhibited influx 

of Chinese FDI into the U.S. Moreover, as a leading goods exporter, China currently holds around $4 trillion 

in foreign exchange reserves in its central bank.80 With Chinese companies and wealthy individuals—eager to 

diversity their assets abroad—China is transitioning from a recipient to an investor, or in other words, a net 

exporter of FDI. China is undergoing significant shift in its economy: It is becoming more of a consumer 

economy, as its middle class expands and its focus for development veers away from “Made in China” and 

towards “Made for China.”81 As a result, there is considerable demand for high-tech and consumer products. 

China’s outward FDI is becoming increasingly sophisticated, as Chinese firms shift their focus from seeking 

natural resources (e.g., energy and mining) towards investing in high technology and consumption-oriented 

sectors and creating a global strategic presence.82 The numbers are quite revealing: “In 2010, energy and 

mining accounted for 61% of the total value of Chinese companies’ M&A deals but this had dropped to 16% 

in 2014. Conversely, the share of the technology, media and telecommunication (TMT) sector increased from 

6% in 2010 to 21% in 2014.” 83 A consequence of this shift is that Chinese companies are expanding into the 

developed economies of Europe and America rather than the resource-based economies in Asia, Africa, and 

Latin America. 
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When construing those facts against the backdrop of the U.S.’s customarily open investment policies, 

it is foreseeable that U.S. high tech would be particularly ripe for strategic asset acquisition by foreign actors, 

especially by the likes of China. In a joint report, entitled “New Neighbors,” the National Committee on 

United States-China Relations and the Rhodium Group contend:  

Chinese firms are particularly interested in US talent and innovation, as well as a 
strong environment for protecting IP. Chinese companies are hungry for US 
technology and are willing to pay a high price to access patents that can take their 
companies to the next level. Chinese brands often find that a purchase of or joint 
venture with an American company with help build its competitiveness both in 
China and around the globe.84  

 
Because the fourth “national security” factor involves analyzing the potential effects the proposed transaction 

might have on “U.S. international technological leadership,” it is in the U.S.’s best interests for CFIUS to be 

able to adequately handle the sudden growth of foreign investment in emerging high technologies in the U.S.  

Simply put, access to technology is morphing into an asset, an asset that is increasingly vital to not only 

economic security, but also national defense and security. Though, this idea is not entirely new. Countries 

have been inching closer towards closing the technological gap between themselves and the U.S. In the late 

2000s, widespread doubts began to crop up over whether the U.S. could maintain its technological leadership. 

While the U.S. is decidedly still a global leader in technology and innovation, studies suggest that other 

countries are catching up. Namely since the “dot-com” bubble burst, the U.S. has experienced a slowdown in 

productive growth.85 Indeed, the National Science Foundation points out that the U.S.’s “predominance in 

science and technology (S&T) eroded further during the last decade, as several Asian nations—particularly 

China and South Korea—rapidly increased their innovation capabilities.”86 On the other hand, China’s high-

tech manufacturing industry has increased nearly six-fold between 2003 and 2012, elevating its global share of 

high-tech manufacturing from 8 to 24 percent and closing in on the U.S. share, which at 2014, sat at 27 

percent.87 Indeed, high-tech manufacturing and modern services are emerging as mission critical for Chinese 

investors as their fast-changing home economy matures. 

The U.S.’ gradual, but diminishing technological lead will likely aggravate policymakers who are 

tasked with striking a balance between economic vitality and technological control. Likewise, CFIUS may find 

itself having to grapple with the choice of either approving and accepting the boons of foreign M&As in U.S. 
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high tech industries or applying a more rigorous standard of national-security scrutiny over proposed high-

tech transactions, which are undoubtedly going to mushroom in the coming years. Either way, CFIUS should 

consider tweaking its review process in light of the special challenges that new high technologies will present. 

As pointed out in earlier sections, “national security” is a dynamic term; likewise, high tech is an equally 

dynamic industry sector. The latter, of course, has and will continue to alter the former tremendously. Thus, 

CFIUS and its review procedures, too, must evolve in order to adequately capture and handle such external 

changes. Foreign investment in new high-tech will continue to skyrocket, so CFIUS should expand its scope 

of review with respect to technology transactions to include nascent technologies that are otherwise 

considered too attenuated to “national security,” but whose future ubiquity is likely.  

C.   CFIUS’S CURRENT REVIEW PROCESS IS NOT OPTIMALLY DESIGNED TO CAPTURE AND 
INCORPORATE CHANGES IN NATIONAL SECURITY NEEDS 

 
Foreign investment trends in emerging high tech readily illustrate various problems in CFIUS’s 

national security evaluation of “covered” transactions and why CFIUS is due for a fresh slate of procedural 

changes. Examining CFIUS through the lens of foreign investment in high tech is appropriate because high-

tech capabilities are evolving faster than ever before and are increasingly factored into a particular country’s 

stability in terms of economic security as well as national security. In terms of identifying areas for 

improvement in CFIUS’s review process over FDI—especially those centered on in emerging high tech—a 

viable solution will strike a balance by maintaining the U.S.’s economic health encouraging growth while 

making sure not to shortchange national security needs. But as high tech rapidly advances beyond the 

contours of law, regulation, and policy, it will be especially important for CFIUS’s process accurately filters 

out advantageous deals from deals that present “genuine national security” threats.  

At present, CFIUS review can be initiated by a voluntary notice by parties to the transaction or a 

request for submission by the Committee. But because investors are often unsure about whether a transaction 

is “covered” and results in the type of “control” that is contemplated by FINSA, they will often err on the 

side of caution and submit a proposed transaction to CFIUS when they perceive the particular transaction 

falls within a grey area. In effect, CFIUS’s voluntary submission process is more or less a mandatory filing 

requirement, sans the transparency. Emphasizing that no single factor is determinative of “control,” CFIUS 
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takes all related facts and circumstances into account when assessing whether the transaction results in 

foreign “control.” Equipped with a seamless set of factors, the definition of “control” enjoys remarkable 

breadth under FINSA and can plausibly apply to almost any foreign investment transaction. However true 

that may be on paper, in practice, the majority of notices are not designated as “covered” transactions by 

CFIUS and therefore do not proceed to the next stage. To illustrate, of the 627 notices that were filed with 

CFIUS from 2009 to 2014, about 39% were passed onto the next stage. That most of the filed notices were 

not designated as “covered” by CFIUS suggests that the definition of “control” is purposefully broad.88 Such 

a practice signals to outside investors that CFIUS’s review process is not transparent or predictable, even at 

the outset.   

The principal issue with the Committee’s review process is that its request for a filing is functionally a 

mandate, but portrayed as voluntary, even though a request can be made up to three years after the 

consummation of a transaction. And since CFIUS does not provide adequate direction on its “covered” 

transaction evaluations, many companies falsely assume that their transaction will not require review. Because 

pre-transaction CFIUS clearance is not mandatory, several companies elect to bypass filing a notice with 

CFIUS, which often leads to businesses being caught off guard later on when CFIUS requests a filing even 

after a transaction has been completed. Of course, this can result in hastily prepared filings or contentious 

interactions between CFUIS and parties to the transaction, which unnecessarily wastes CFIUS resources. 

Evidently disregarding the process—though presented as voluntary—can result in complicated roadblocks, as 

recent contentious situations involving Chinese investments have shown. For instance, Chinese Ralls 

Corporation, which did not file notice with CFIUS, was ordered by President Obama to divest certain 

Oregon-based wind farms due to their proximity to U.S. military installations even though the company had 

already commenced those projects.89 And Chinese telecom company, Huawei Technologies, had repeatedly 

been denied permission to make U.S. investments and, at one point, faced a Congressional investigation 

instigated by Chairman Rogers and the HSPCI regarding “the threat posed to our nation’s security and critical 

infrastructure by the expansion of Chinese-owned telecommunications companies – including Huawei and 

ZTE – into [the US] telecommunications infrastructure.”90 CFIUS has historically struggled to identify 
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transactions subject to review, which means that CFIUS either never reviewed certain transactions that are 

threatening to national security, or it reviews them after closing. This is likely to continue as FDI increases—

especially in high tech industries—making it even more challenging for investors to determine whether their 

transaction warrants filing. The higher the amount of incoming FDI is, the higher the likelihood that CFIUS 

will find itself compelled to review transactions after their closing, resulting in exorbitant costs in for both the 

agency and parties to the transaction. In its current form, CFIUS’s review process has led scores of foreign 

investors and companies to abandoned high-profile deals altogether.91  

 Thus, it would seem that CFIUS’s filing policy is the root of many problems that occur later down 

the line; its voluntary submission process that effectively functions as a mandate inserts a great deal of 

uncertainty in the pre-filing stage. On top of that, the Committee foregoes the opportunity for valuable access 

to a wide set of data from many transactions because of the fact that filing is voluntary. Many smaller-scale 

deals that do not draw popular attention, but still might warrant CFIUS national security review, consequently 

slip under the radar. As was elaborated on in above sections, even small-scale deals in high tech can deeply 

implicate national security. Without a full picture of all the transactions that might inform national security, 

CFIUS risks making evaluations on a limited, obscured understanding of national security. Ergo, CFIUS 

should instill a mandatory filing requirement for foreign direct investments.  

 

IV.  SOLUTION AND JUSTIFICATION BY ANALOGY 

“National security” is a product of context that is constantly evolving. It is better to recommend 

procedural reform at the entry point of the process rather than at the “national security” stage. Instead of 

adhering to a voluntary submission process that, in practice, is effectively a mandatory filing requirement, 

CFIUS should require all proposed foreign direct investments to be submitted for initial review (i.e., 

determining whether the transaction at hand is a “covered transaction”).  In other words, CFIUS’s national 

security review process should embrace a mandatory filing requirement for foreign direct investors.  

As will be demonstrated below, a procedural change to CFIUS’s threshold requirements is a better 

route for reform than making substantive changes to the linchpin of CFIUS’s review process. A mandatory 
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filing requirement for foreign direct investments would place CFIUS in a better position to address and 

develop FINSA’s “national security” factors, as it would have access to a wider scope of raw data. Otherwise, 

requiring CFIUS to come up with a clear definition of “national security” would severely limit its power to 

review and tailor its “national security” assessment to the U.S.’s real-time national-security needs, especially in 

light of an increasing number of high-tech deals that present novel and important implications for U.S. 

national security. It is perhaps for the best that the term “national security” and its attendant factors retain 

their flexibility, since requiring CFIUS to fashion a narrow definition for “national security” could end up 

limiting CFIUS’s individualized review of foreign investment transactions and resulting in unintended 

consequences and further national security risks.  

CFIUS’s “national security” determinations are shrouded in secrecy. But because the Executive 

Branch has traditionally been tasked with assessing and responding to matters of national security, the 

proposed solution is primarily geared at refashioning CFIUS’s scope of review into a more effective form 

rather than diminishing its power of discretion. The U.S. government’s conception of federalism has long 

operated under the assumption that the Executive Branch is the best equipped to handle matters of national 

security. In fact, FINSA was designed to encourage some Congressional input while discouraging Members, 

who are held accountable by their constituents, from politicizing certain foreign transactions. (Some scholars 

even argue that FINSA inappropriately increased congressional involvement in CFIUS’s review process.92) 

Congress is less isolated from politicization than the Executive Branch, as was shown by the Dubai Ports 

World and the Smithfield Foods controversies in 2006 and 2013, respectively. While Congressional input can 

at times be insightful for Committee Members, undue political interference with CFIUS’s process “threatens 

the legitimacy and effectiveness of FDI review. . . and takes decisions out of the hands of CFIUS, a decision-

making body that, while not perfect, is in the best position to analyze FDI threats to national security. It then 

places that decision-making power in the hands of politicians who are subject to short-term considerations 

and often have little expertise in the matter.”93  

To justify this solution, it will be useful to examine the review processes of other comparable 

agencies. Specifically, this section will evaluate the proposed solution against the Department of Justice 
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(“DOJ”) and the Federal Trade Commission’s (“FTC”) antitrust review of M&A as well as the Federal Drug 

Administration’s (“FDA”) pre-market review of proposed new drugs to be commercialized in the U.S. In 

doing so, the paper will assess the public interests each agency seeks to further and based on that determine 

which agency’s threshold requirements best suit CFIUS’s review process (an overview is furnished in the table 

below). The DOJ and FTC’s threshold requirements are set annually94 and are quantitative in nature whereas 

the FDA requires that all proposed new drugs undergo review95, and essentially the analysis will center on 

which model is best suited for emulation by CFIUS. Ultimately, this paper will make the case that CFIUS’s 

approach to filing should resemble that of the FDA’s rather than that of the DOJ and FTC’s.  

 
Agency/Agencies Public Interest  Filing Requirements 
 
CFIUS 

 
Maintain U.S. National Security 
(balanced against encouraging 
international investment) 

 
Voluntary*  
 
Parties to a transaction are 
required to file the transaction 
with CFIUS if the transaction is a 
“covered transaction” (i.e., 
whether the transaction results in 
foreign “control” as contemplated 
by FINSA).  
 

 
DOJ and FTC 
 

 
Maintain Competition in U.S. 
Commerce while making sure 
antitrust enforcement avoids 
“impos[ing] an undue and 
unnecessary burden on business.” 
 

 
A proposed M&A must be filed if 
it meets three statutory tests 
defined by quantitative dollar 
thresholds, which are adjusted 
annually based on U.S. GNP 

 
FDA 
 

 
Maintain Safety and Effectiveness 
in the U.S. while encouraging 
beneficial innovation 
 

 
All sponsors must submit an New 
Drug Application for premarket 
review. 
 

 
 
A. THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE AND THE FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION’S PREMERGER 
ANTITRUST REVIEW OF CERTAIN M&AS 
 

Under the Hart-Scott Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1978 (1978), the DOJ and FTC are 

tasked to work together to review certain proposed mergers and acquisitions.96 The Act requires parties to 

certain mergers and acquisition transactions to file a “notification and report form” with the FTC and the 
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Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Antitrust Division of the DOJ. Not all mergers and acquisitions 

require a premerger filing; parties to a transaction are required to submit the transaction to the FTC and DOJ 

and wait for government review only when the value of transaction in question and, in some cases, the size of 

the parties, exceeds predetermined dollar thresholds, which are adjusted annually under the Act. Parties of the 

transaction may not consummate their deal until the 30-day waiting period has passed, or the government has 

granted early termination of the waiting period.97  

The general rule is that the filing requirement is triggered if the following three tests are met:  
 
(1) the transaction affects U.S. commerce;  
(2) either  

(a) one of the parties has annual sales or total assets of $156.3 million or more, and the other party has sales or 
assets of $15.6 million or more (where an acquired person is not engaged in manufacturing, only its total assets, 
not its sales, are counted, unless its sales are over $156.3 million); or 

 (b) the amount of stock the acquirer has valued at $312.6 million or more at any time; and 
(3) the value of stock or assets of the other party held by the acquirer after the transaction is $78.2 million or more.98  
 

These threshold amounts are annually adjusted for inflation based on the then-U.S. gross national 

product. This year, the HSR thresholds increased by approximately 2.5%, and changes became effective in 

mid-February, 30 days after notice was published in the Federal Register.99 The federal premerger notification 

program, as established by the Act, provides the FTC and the DOJ with information regarding large M&As 

before they close. Such premerger notification involves the completion of an HSR Form, which includes 

information about each company’s business. During the initial 30-day waiting period, either regulatory agency 

may request further information in order to better assess whether the proposed transaction violates U.S. 

antitrust laws or could cause an anti-competitive effect in parties’ markets. The parties can request “Early 

Termination” which, if granted by the reviewing agency, will shorten the 30-day waiting period to 

approximately two weeks.100  

The vast majority of deals reviewed by the agencies are allowed to proceed after the first, preliminary 

30-day review.101 But if either agency determines during this time that further inquiry is necessary, under § 

7A(e) of the Clayton Act, either can request additional information or document materials from the parties to 

a reported transaction in what is called a “second request.” If the initial review period expires without a 

second request or if an early termination is granted, the parties are free to close the deal. A second request 

extends the waiting period for a specified period, typically 30 days, after all parties to the transaction at hand 
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have complied with the request. The additional time allows the reviewing agency to further analyze the 

submitted information and to take appropriate action before the proposed deal is completed. 102 The FTC and 

DOJ share jurisdiction over merger review, but only one agency takes charge in reviewing a particular 

M&A—often, the agency that ends up being the reviewing agency depends on subject-matter expertise with 

the industry involved, varying on a case-by-case basis.103 At every stage of the process, the FTC and DOJ 

assess whether the proposed transaction, if completed, would “substantially lessen competition.”104 During 

the preliminary review, the agencies determine whether the proposed transaction raises any antitrust concerns 

that warrant closer examination. If the reviewing agency believes that the deal may violate U.S. antitrust laws, 

it may enter into settlement with the companies or alternatively seek an injunction in federal district court or 

through the FTC’s administrative process to block the consummation of the transaction.  

What is notable about the FTC and DOJ’s premerger review process is that, at the outset of the 

process, the threshold requirements are described in granular detail. In other words, the threshold 

requirements in connection to the public interest that is central to the agencies’ review are adequately fleshed 

out and explained to parties of a transaction. Simply put, companies know what to expect in highly 

quantitative terms and are better able to make sound decisions with respect to a particular merger or 

acquisition. The dollar thresholds for filing are annually adjusted based on GNP to those that the agencies 

feel possess the possibility of adversely affecting U.S. commerce at that point in time. On top of that, the 

FTC also provides further guidance and examples to clarify whether a given transaction falls within the 

purview of premerger review. To illustrate, the first prong of the size-of-transaction test—i.e., whether a 

transaction “affects U.S. commerce”—reads like a vague catch-all provision at first blush that is similar to the 

“covered transaction” requirement under FINSA. However, the Code of Federal Regulations provides clear 

examples of what activities qualify as “affect[ing] commerce.” The legislative history of the HSR Act, which 

was passed in 2000, exemplifies the level of clarity that is provided by the agencies in the pre-filing stage. It 

reveals that Congress sought to make only procedural changes to existing antitrust law—that is, to encompass 

only the very largest of mergers and to minimize the burden placed on commerce by the pursuit of merger 

enforcement goals. In fact, in introducing the bill, Senator Hart described the premerger notification 
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requirement as guiding and governing “‘[g]iant corporations’ which he then described with a $100 million 

[price] tag, indicating that the focus of the requirement was the largest mergers, more so than those over a 

certain fixed dollar amount.’”105 The initial dollar threshold was relevant not for its dollar value, rather for its 

netting a certain number of transaction. The drafting committee sought “a careful balancing of the need to 

detect and prevent illegal mergers and acquisitions prior to consummation without unduly burdening business 

with unnecessary paperwork or delays.”106 In the Senate version of the bill that included an amendment for a 

$250 million limit, the change was rejected on the grounds that the $100 million price point was “relevant not 

for its dollar value, but for its covering a certain level of transactions.”107 On the whole, the annually adjusted 

and fleshed out threshold requirements suggest that Congress has had a clear, quantitative idea of the types of 

transactions that give rise antitrust and competition concerns or may adversely affect U.S. commerce. Under 

the FINSA regime, such clarity is lacking for outsiders in regards to CFIUS determinations about whether a 

proposed transaction is “covered” and results in the type of “control” that implicates any of FINSA’s 

“national security” factors. This may simply be because of the near-practical impossibility of reducing 

“national security” down to numbers. After all, a “covered transaction” under CFIUS is not categorically 

defined in terms of specified percentage of shares or number of board seats; rather, “control” is defined with 

astonishing breadth. To illustrate, under Section 721, a transaction could be considered “covered” if, through 

the transaction, the acquirer gains the power to “determine, direct, or decide,” say, the relocation of R&D 

facilities or the appointment or dismissal of officers and senior managers. And even though the Guidance 

sheds light on what transactions do not constitute “control,” stating that “a foreign person does not control 

an entity if it holds ten percent or less of the voting interest in the entity,” it still qualifies that exception by 

adding that the passive investor must hold said “interest ‘solely for the purpose of passive investment.’”108 

Thus, passive investment is not an ironclad safe harbor for investors, rendering pre-filing decision-making on 

the part of companies all the more challenging.  

The benefits of dollar thresholds required under the HSR Act for the premerger review process have 

been plentiful. One FTC premerger authority has remarked, “Premerger notification [sic] is not an end in 

itself. Its value lies in its demonstrated ability to improve our substantive review of mergers under the Clayton 
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Act.”109 Benefits that were envisioned by Congress in the Act’s enactment have come in the form of prior 

notice or mergers, opportunity to challenge them before completion, and reduction of post-acquisition 

litigation. These benefits, the enforcement agencies claim, have translated to consumer savings; there have 

also been claims of benefits to the business community. The DOJ estimates that “their merger enforcement 

actions during fiscal year 1999 saved consumers from paying four billion dollars in higher prices. [And] 

estimates of FTC actions increased this direct benefit by an additional $1.2 billion.”110 Although some part of 

these savings could have been achieved without premerger notification requirements, such requirements have 

nonetheless benefited consumers; and avoidance of consumer harm as a result of adverse effects on U.S. 

commerce is a chief consideration of agency scrutiny over proposed deals. And, because the threshold 

amounts are calculated based on U.S. GNP, it is reasonable to assume that the filing requirements reflect U.S. 

commerce needs adequately. While there are some legal scholars that call for changes to the filing 

requirements, they mostly come in the form of recommending the agencies to administer a different method 

for calculating the threshold or to simply raise the dollar limit. However, the mere fact that the FTC’s and 

DOJ’s stated interest in protecting competition and commerce can be defined in numerical terms shows us 

that a quantified filing criterion has indeed inserted clarity, transparency, and efficiency into the review 

process. By contrast, CFIUS’s stated interest, maintaining U.S. “national security,” is not as readily 

quantifiable, so numerical thresholds for CFIUS’s national security review would do little to achieve its overall 

purpose.  

At a minimum, it should be evident through the HSR Act’s premerger notification program that 

Congress, the FTC, and the DOJ at least agree on the notion that that numerical thresholds accurately inform 

the review process’s policy goal to protect competition and avoid adverse harm to U.S. commerce. On the 

other hand, FINSA, which was an end result of the widespread political reaction to the Dubai Ports World 

controversy, left the definition of national security open-ended, informed by a slate of equally open-ended 

“national security” factors. Consequently, the review process was set up in a way that pit Congress and 

CFIUS against each other in terms determining how a particular transaction fares against “national security” 

needs. There have been several instances, such as the Smithfield acquisition, where Congress and CFIUS have 
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not seen eye-to-eye in terms approval. In fact, CFIUS retains a great deal of discretion relative to Congress, as 

it is only required to certify “no-action” determinations to Congress—that too, only after it has concluded 

action. FINSA also failed to define the key element of a “covered transaction,” “control,” requiring instead 

that CFIUS prescribe a definition by regulation. The Guidance vaguely defines control in “functional terms as 

the ability to exercise certain powers over important matters affecting an entity” and eschews bright lines by 

considering all relevant factors together when determining whether or not a transaction is “covered.” Simply 

put, unlike the dollar thresholds in the HSR Act’s premerger notification program that are assumed to 

accurately capture the U.S.’s economic climate, the criterion for a “covered transaction” cannot be defined 

quantitatively. Setting such perimeters on CFIUS’s scope of review of FDI would not gel well with the 

national security interest it is tasked to protect—certainly not in the same way that published dollar thresholds 

help streamline the DOJ and FTC’s antitrust review process.  

Ergo, despite the fact that the antitrust review materially differs from national security review in 

terms of overall context and policy goals, what can be gleaned from the FTC’s and DOJ’s process is simple: 

Procedural transparency at the pre-filing stage is ultimately more beneficial for effective substantive review by 

the reviewing agency than is procedural uncertainty at the outset. CFIUS would benefit from being clearer 

about what transactions are subject to national security review; however, the means to do so becomes the 

principal question at hand. While the FTC and DOJ assess subject matter (i.e., M&A) that is more similar in 

kind to that of CFIUS’s review process (i.e., foreign investments including M&A), CFIUS has to evaluate 

proposed transactions against a public interest (i.e., national security) that is much more similar in practical 

terms to the public interest (i.e., safety) that drives the FDA’s new drug approval process. This is because 

both national security and safety are difficult to define in quantitative terms. Both agencies are charged with 

assessing deals that have the potential to alter each agency’s respective public interests; emerging high-tech 

and newly developed drugs are categorically similar in that they both have the potential to insert uncertainty 

to CFIUS’s and the FDA’s conceptions of “national security” and “safety,” respectively. Consequently, it 

would behoove them both to retain a wide scope of review in order to keep up with the agencies’ stated 

public interests that are rapidly evolving. The FTC and DOJ, on the other hand, simply view the maintenance 
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of competition and U.S. commerce in terms of capturing certain levels of transactions, which can be 

translated into specific dollar amounts, annually adjusted for inflation. As such, CFIUS should consider 

adopting the FDA’s approach to its filing requirements as opposed to a quantitative one that is closer in kind 

to the FTC and DOJ’s. In short, CFIUS should make filing mandatory for foreign investors.  

 

B.  THE FEDERAL DRUG ADMINISTRATION’S PRE-MARKET REVIEW OF ALL PROPOSED NEW 
DRUGS  

 
At present, CFIUS’s review process operates on a voluntary submission basis. Yet in light of the 

wide, definitional scope of the some of FINSA’s key terms that determine whether a particular transaction 

qualifies for review, submission by investors is effectively mandatory. The procedural disconnect between the 

voluntary nature of submission and the wide definitional grasp of FINSA’s key terms that qualify transactions 

for review inserts a great deal of uncertainty very early on in the process. If submission for review is 

voluntary, a reasonable person might expect the criterion against which to measure a proposed transaction to 

correspondingly be specific. On the other hand, when submission is mandatory, parties to all transactions are 

placed in an equal position and, as a result, are able to avoid the adverse market perceptions about the deal 

that currently flow from CFIUS review. Such is the case with the FDA. Since 1938, every new drug has been 

the subject of FDA approval for market introduction and commercialization in the U.S. Under the Federal 

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act (“FD&C Act”), the stated purpose for FDA’s drug review process is to “(a) 

facilitate the approval of drugs shown to be safe and effective [in its proposed use(s)]; and (b) ensure the 

disapproval of drugs not shown to be safe and effective.”111 In other words, the FDA seeks to evaluate a new 

drug for its potential benefits and risks to public health and safety in the U.S.  

Through the New Drug Application (“NDA”), drug sponsors can formally propose that the FDA 

approve a new pharmaceutical for sale and marketing in the U.S. The NDA review process is, however, quite 

rigorous. First, the pharmaceutical corporation will file an Investigational New Drug Application (“IND”). 

But before that, the pharmaceutical industry will sometimes seek advice from the FDA prior to submitting an 

IND. During this stage, sponsors—companies, research institutions, and other organizations that are 

responsible for developing a particular drug—must show the FDA results of preclinical testing in laboratory 
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animals and disclose what they propose to do for human testing. Upon receiving this information, FDA will 

decide whether it is reasonably safe for the company to move forward with testing the drug on humans. Drug 

studies on human can only commence after an IND is reviewed by the FDA and a local institutional review 

board (“IRB”), which consists of a panel of scientists and non-scientists in hospitals and research institutions 

that oversees clinical research. After a series of lab studies take place during this stage (i.e., Phase 1, 2, and 3 

studies that correspondingly increase in scale and number of testing subjects), a drug sponsor will submit an 

NDA, asking the FDA to approve the new drug for marketing in the U.S. The NDA includes “all animal and 

human data and analyses of the data, as well as information about how the drug behaves in the body and how 

it is manufactured.” The FDA is given 60 days to decide whether to file the NDA so that it can be reviewed. 

At this juncture, the FDA can refuse to file an application that it deems incomplete. If the FDA files the 

NDA, an FDA review team will be assigned to evaluate the sponsor’s research on the drug’s safety and 

effectiveness. It will then review information that goes on the drug’s professional labeling, which includes 

information for consumers on how to properly use the drug. Then, the FDA will inspect the facilities where 

the drug will be manufactured as part of the approval process. Finally, the FDA will either approve the 

application if the benefits of the drug outweigh the known risks or issue a complete response letter, in the 

event that the it decides there are problems with the NDA or if more information is necessary to make that 

determination. Safety is the crux of each stage of review; in fact, the FDA’s Division of Scientific 

Investigations (DSI) conducts inspections of clinical investigators’ study sties in order to protect the rights 

and welfare of people in clinical trials and to verify the quality and integrity of the data submitted by the 

sponsor. On top of that, the FDA has established an independent Drug Safety Oversight Board (“DSOB”) to 

oversee the management of drug safety issues.112  

Requiring pharmaceutical companies to submit all proposed new drugs for FDA approval affords it a 

wealth of data that enables the agency to better keep up with the evolving nature of public health and safety. 

In pursuit the fulfillment of the statutory requirement a new drug to be shown as safe and effective for each 

new drug approval, the agency, as its regulations state, “exercise[s] the broadest flexibility in applying the 

statutory standard, while preserving appropriate guarantees and effectiveness.”113 A recent analysis by 
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scientists from the Mayo Clinic and Yale University concluded: “Such regulatory flexibility allows for a 

customized approach to approval, including the ability to rapidly approve potentially effective therapies for 

life-threatening diseases, such as certain cancers, and those diseases for which there is no existing effective 

treatment, such as orphan diseases.”114  

Of course, mandatory submission places high procedural burdens on the reviewing agency, but in 

order to meet its goal of filtering out unsafe and ineffective drugs from the market, the FDA must have 

access, at least at the outset, to all proposed new drugs. In spite of the high volume of NDAs stemming from 

a mandatory filing requirement, the FDA has not only significantly reduced its review time, but has also 

worked with the pharmaceutical industry to reduce overall drug development time “by engaging earlier with 

the developer to discuss flexible approaches to developing data needed for approval.”115 The FDA has 

successfully streamlined the review process, despite filing being mandatory, through Congress’s 1992 

Prescription Drug User Free Act (“PDUF”). The Act was designed to introduce a new focus to the review 

process: “bringing important drugs to market more quickly and predictably, while still protecting Americans 

from unsafe and ineffective medicines.”116 Prior to the Act, the FDA and industry were struggling with a high 

failure rate for initial submission of NDAs, but as a result of better collaboration between the two through 

the Act, “first cycle” approvals currently exceed 70%, without any decrease in the FDA’s approval standards. 

Streamlined approval while maintaining public safety translates into patients gaining earlier access to critically 

important new drugs and lower costs for both the industry and the agency. The FDA’s reputation as the 

“gold standard” for drug reviews highly correlates with the success U.S. pharmaceutical manufactures 

enjoy—despite the rigorous regulatory hurdle all pharmaceutical companies must go through for drug 

commercialization.117 By contrast, CFIUS interaction between CFIUS and the private sector, especially since 

the aftermath of the Dubai Ports World controversy, has been extremely limited, even though FINSA 

regulations and the Guidance were originally intended to prevent companies from pursuing transactions 

destined to be blocked and to encourage interaction between businesses and the Committee.118 Shifting 

CFIUS’s filing requirement to mandatory and refocusing agency efforts on communication between the 
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industry and CFIUS at pre-filing stage will avoid contentious situations down the line, as has been the case 

with foreign companies such as Ralls and Huawei. 

What CFIUS reform should take into account is the fact that the FDA’s review process demonstrates 

the possibility for an agency with a mandatory filing requirement to be able to meaningfully use the influx of 

raw data to make sound procedural decisions about the most efficient way to balance competing industry and 

public interests. In the FDA’s case, mandatory filing allows it to accurately fashion procedures that are 

designed to streamline the delivery of drugs that are beneficial to public health and to continually improve 

ways in which a drug’s safety and effectiveness are evaluated. Specifically, in accordance with the Prescription 

Drug User Fee Act (PDUFA), the FDA's Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER) expects to 

review and act on at least 90 percent of NDAs for standard drugs no later than 10 months after the 

applications are received. The review goal is six months for priority drugs. 119  Under PDUFA, the FDA has 

put in place programs to streamline review of certain drugs; these include: Accelerated Approval, Priority 

Review, Fast Track Designation, and Breakthrough Therapy Designation. Through Accelerated Approval, for 

instance, the FDA has been able to speed up the delivery of new drugs to patients with serious or life-

threatening illnesses for which there are no adequate therapies. Drugs that have the potential to deliver a 

significant improvement over existing therapy for serious or life-threatening illnesses can be designated for 

“priority” review, which includes a shortened six-month FDA review goal. The FDA can also provide Fast 

Track Designation to drugs for serious or life-threatening illnesses for which there is an unmet need, 

including no approved treatments.120 Lastly, despite the regulatory hurdle the pharmaceutical industry faces, 

the FDA’s responsive regulatory review program has allowed the industry to flourish, and in turn has 

benefitted the overall U.S. economy. In fact, for many years, the stock performance of pharmaceuticals 

relative to other industry segments has been much higher, suggesting robust investor confidence in the 

industry’s ability to remain competitive and profitable. (From May 2012 to May 2014, S&P’s 500 saw a 40% 

increase in value while pharmaceutical stocks performed at double that rate.121)  

 In the context of CFIUS’s national security review, a mandatory submission requirement will 

likely lead to a lower number of companies and investors opting to abandon a deal because of the possibility 
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of agency scrutiny. In 2016 alone, several high-tech deals were abandoned by investors, most likely because 

they harbored negative perceptions about the process. This suggests that the process on its own is not entirely 

effective at capturing deals that would implicate national security. Instead, it seems that the process is 

associated with reputational and market harm. Mandatory filing would at least mitigate a large part of the 

stigma associated with the later stages of the review process. Companies will be in a better position to make 

investment decisions knowing that filing is mandatory, and CFIUS—much like the FDA—will be able to 

make use of the wealth of data from incoming filings to create processes that quickly screen out deals that do 

not implicate national security and fast track the review those that do. Access to more data will better inform 

CFIUS’s conception of “national security,” and consequently, much like how the FDA assesses a new drug, 

CFIUS will be able to determine at a more accurate degree whether the benefits of a particular foreign 

investment outweigh its potential national security risks.  

 
V.  Conclusion 
 

In sum, agencies that are tasked with furthering public interests, which are under constant change 

and are highly responsive to current contexts (e.g., state of international relations, intra and interstate stability, 

economic health and competiveness, etc.), are in the best position over other government agencies and 

branches to assess how deals square up against the agency’s stated public interest and strike a delicate balance 

between competing interests. Instead of requiring “national security” to be more specific than FINSA’s 

national security factors, reform should take place at the initial stages. As is demonstrated above, this paper 

calls for CFIUS to consider tearing a leaf out of the FDA’s book; that is, it should focus on increasing 

committee-private sector communications in the initial stages to appease investor worries and instill a 

mandatory filing requirement in order to continually update its understanding of “national security” through 

access to a wealth of data. Doing so will enable CFIUS to cultivate a much more accurate conception of 

contemporary national security needs, especially in light of rapid growth in high tech industries, and as a result 

it will more accurately pick out transactions that raise genuine national security concerns.  
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